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In Czech, nominal inflectional morphology consists of a stem followed by a case ending. 
Prototypically, the stem appears invariable in a paradigm, as is illustrated in (1). From this 
perspective, nouns like ‘chicken’ in (2) are exceptional because case endings are concatenated 
with three stems in the paradigm, i.e. [kuře], [kuřet] and [kuřat]. Our aim is to capture both 
the phonological relatedness of the stem forms and their morphosyntactic properties, as 
revealed in their distribution. The main idea, summarized in (3), is that there are just two 
stems underlyingly, one for the plural and one for the singular. The variation of the singular 
stem will then be analyzed in purely phonological terms as the deletion of the final coda in the 
nominative/accusative. Our approach is strictly decompositional. 
On the phonological side, prosodic structure is decomposed into strictly alternating C- and 
V-slots (Scheer 2004) and melodic structure into privative elements (Backley 2011). Under 
this decomposition, both alternations involved in the three-stem pattern can be derived 
phonologically. As for the t~zero, we postulate a floating t-segment stored in the 
stem-building affix which either gets associated with its C-slot (the t is pronounced) or it 
remains floating (the t is silent). The association line is created before vowel-initial case 
markers and before the Gpl zero (kuř[at]-Ø ); in the N/Asg, on the other hand, which is 
zero-derived as well, the t is silent (kuř[e]-Ø). To capture this contrast we propose that the 
Gpl zero is an empty V-slot (4b) whereas the N/Asg zero has no phonological identity at all 
(4a). We argue that postulating two phonologically different zeros is not an ad hoc solution 
for this particular paradigm, but it enables us to explain the contrastive behavior of other types 
of stems; see (5). As for the vocalic alternation e~a, we build on the insight of Element 
Theory that [e] is a compound of a low vowel [a] (represented by an A-element) and a high 
vowel [i] (i.e. I-element). Granted this, we propose that the surface alternation e~et~at, 
distinguishing the ‘chicken’-stem allomorphs, involves two affixes: the /At/-affix in (6a) 
(which surfaces with [a]) and the floating /I/-affix whose merger with the /At/ in (6b) gives 
rise to both [e]-allomorphs, i.e. [e] and [et]. The /I/-affix not only derives the mid vowel [e] 
from the low vowel [a], but it also gets materialized as a glide [j] after labials in the [et]-stem 
allomorphs. As is illustrated in (7), the palatal glide is missing in the [at]-stem. 
The proposed scenario assumes that the stem forms are in the containment relation, which we 
take to indicate a syntactic containment. We thus propose that the syntactic tree spelled out by 
the [a]-stem is involved in the [et]-stem tree. In particular, we assume a binominal structure, 
in which the suffix /At/ spells out the fully-fledged nominal tree, i.e. with a NP phrase at the 
bottom; this suffix nominal tree is then adjoined to a nominal tree spelled out by a root. We 
further postulate a syntactic head IM(mmature) to capture the fact that ‘chicken’-type nouns 
typically denote immature objects; this IM-head is then present in both the root-tree and the 
suffix-tree. The binominal structure in (8a) and its cyclic spell out, as is defined in 
Nanosyntax (Caha 2009, Starke 2009), enable us to explain at least two things that would 
have been otherwise mysterious. (1) There are nouns like prase ‘pig’ whose forms follow the 
‘chicken’-pattern, but they do not have an immature meaning. Our explanation: they are 
binominals lacking the IM-head. According to the Superset Principle, their right-hand tree can 
still be spelled out by the affix /At/ which is lexically stored as in (9). (2) There are three-stem 
nouns such as ‘calf’ (with stems [tele], [telet] and [telat]) involving suppletive roots with 
respect to their “mature”, i.e. unmarked, cousins (‘cattle, Bos Taurus’ is spelled out by a 
phonologically unrelated form [tur]). Our explanation: these nouns are binominals in which 
the right-hand “immature” tree [IMP IM [NP N]] is spelled out by the /At/ and the left-hand one 
by the suppletive root form, i.e. the [tel] in this particular case.      



When the tree in (8a) is merged directly with a case tree, particular plural case forms are 
obtained involving the [at]-stem allomorph. However, if a feature ATOM(ic) (see Harbour 
2007 or Acquaviva 2008) is merged first, the /I/-affix is inserted and the [et]-stem allomorph, 
seen all singular case forms, is derived; see (8b).         
 
(1)  ‘sea’ ‘world’  ‘tray’  

 Sg Pl Sg Pl Sg Pl 
N/A /moř/-e /moř/-e /svjet/-Ø /svjet/-y /plat/-o /plat/-a 
G /moř/-e /moř/-í /svjet/-a /svjet/-ů /plat/-a /plat/-Ø 
D /moř/-i /moř/-ím /svjet/-u /svjet/-ům /plat/-u /plat/-ům 
L /moř/-i /moř/-ích /svjet/-u /svjet/-ech /plat/-u /plat/-ech 

 I /moř/-em /moř/-i /svjet/-em /svjet/-y /plat/-em /plat/-y 
 
(2)  Sg Pl  (3) Sg Pl 

N/A /kuře/-Ø /kuřat/-a   kuř-/At-I/-ending kuř-/At/-ending 
G /kuřet/-e /kuřat/-Ø           ��        � 
D /kuřet/-i /kuřat/-ům        [et]  [e]       [at] 
L /kuřet/-i /kuřat/-ech     
I /kuřet/-em /kuřat/-y     

 
(4) a. N/Asg: V-final stem b. Gpl: t-final stem 

 ... V C      ... V C - V 
              
  V t       V t   
              
              

 
(5) Nsg Pe[tr̩]-Ø   vs. Gpl Pe[ter]-Ø = syllabic liquid vs. epenthesis 

Gsg Pet[tr]-a  Npl Pe[tr]-a  
 ‘male name’   ‘female name’  

 
(6) a. V C  b. V C +   (7) Nsg pou[pje]-Ø vs. Npl pou[pat]-a 

            Gsg pou[pjet] -e  Gpl pou[pat] -Ø 
  A t   A t  I            

  [a]    [e]        ‘bud’     
 
(8) a.                           [a]-stem            

 
root <= IMP                      IMP =˃  /At/ 
 
       IM       NP              IM       NP 
 
 

b.                                [e]-stem 
 
 
                      [a]-stem     ATOMP =˃ /I/      
 
root <= IMP                      IMP =˃  /At/ 
 
       IM       NP              IM       NP 

 
(9) </At/, [IMP IM [NP N]]>   
 


